
TANGO SERIES  75-125 MM  70-100 KG

    MEDICAL  CATERING  INSTITUTIONAL

Tango
Adaptable equipment castor

Treston trusts Tango

We manufacture high-quality industrial furniture and workstations in 
Finland, and we demand the same level of excellence from all our com-
ponents, including castors. We supply furniture all over the world, which 
means that our products need to meet the global quality requirements in 
different operating environments, such as the EPA. The wide range of castors, 
continuous product development and effortless cooperation have been 
the cornerstones of our decades-long cooperation with Manner. Several 
of our trolley models are equipped with Tango castors, as they not only fit 
the visual appearance but also offer top quality performance. Tango meets 
all our most important criteria, such as safety, cleanability and 
portability (trolley maximum load 300 kg) with ease.
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The wide range of 
castors, continuous 
product development 
and effortless 
cooperation have been 
the cornerstones of our 
decades-long cooperation 
with Manner.

Multiple fitting options

Secure, protective brake pedal

World-renowned design – good-looking and easy to clean

Sealed, protected ball bearings – stable and smooth rolling

Easy to fit with standard tools

Suitable for multiple applications and circumstances

Multiple tread material options

Superior Tango castor

Colson Rollen GmbH, Industriestraße 8, D-42499 Hückeswagen, info@colson-rollen.com
Tel.: +49 2192 9368-0, Fax: +49 2192 9368-477, www.colson-rollen.com

COLSON Castors & Wheels  
for every application

Since the beginning of 2023, OY Mannerin Konepaja Ab in Finland has 
been part of the Colson Group, the world‘s largest manufacturer of castors 
and wheels. The internationally active group of companies includes more 
than 20 companies in the castor industry, so that a particularly wide range 
of products can be offered.
 
The product range contains for example furniture castors, apparatus 
 castors, medical-technical castors, transport castors, stainless steel castors 
or heavy-duty castors with a wide variety of housings, fittings and wheels 
for every application.
 
Find out more about our extensive product range on our website  
www.colson-rollen.com or get in touch with us by phone.



75 mm 100 mm 125 mm

FEATURES:
• Wheel diameters: 75, 100 and 125 mm
• Range of castors: swivel castor, swivel 

castor with total-stop brake, directional 
lock or fixed castor (100 and 125 mm)

• Options: stainless, conductive,  
non-magnetic

• Heights: 110–168 mm

Special — often demanding — applications set specific requirements even 
for equipment castors. The Tango equipment castor is suitable for environ-
ments where features like stainless material, conductivity or non-magnetic.

The smoothly rolling and maintenance-free Tango is manufactured of glass 
fibre-reinforced polyamide. With its perfect design, the Tango castor is 
easy to clean and suitable for most environments. Tango is the right choice, 
whether the environment is a hospital, rehabilitation centre, institutional 
kitchen, restaurant, shop, office, public facility or factory.

Tango – for use in 
different environments

Multiple alternatives 

Tango equipment castors are available in three sizes: 75 mm, 100 mm and 
125 mm. Tread material and hardness can be selected from a number of 
options. The standard fitting solutions are a threaded stem, a rectangular top 
plate and an expander. Stem fittings are available as a special product. The 
structure of the fork enables easy fitting with standard tools.

Threaded stem Rectangular 
top plate 

Unique protection against 
finger injuries and dirt

Large and small 
brake pedals

BumperProtective film 
on the tread

Expander Stem

• Load capacity: 70–100 kg
• Tread material options for different 

applications and surfaces
• Wheel bearing: ball bearing 
• Additional appliances and special 

solutions: ask for additional  
information

Looks matter

The standard colour of the Tango castor is grey (RAL 7042) with red brake 
pedal. The smaller of the two pedal options is the standard model and the 
larger one is the special model. The larger pedal, customer-specific special 
colours and company logo on the brake pedal are available for orders of 
larger quantities. Contact us for more information.

Conductive Non-magneticStainless


